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Answers for infrastructure and cities.

Siemens Quick Ship Program
The Siemens Advantage

Accidents, floods, even bad luck- you cannot anticipate emergencies, but you can plan for
them. When your electrical distribution system suffers damage and you need an expedited
replacement then look no further than the Siemens Quick Ship Program for switchgear,
switchboards, and panelboards. This program leverages Siemens experience, engineering,
expertise, and component availability to offer even the most complex switchboards in hours or
days- not weeks and months.

When there is no
time for downtime…
Think Siemens!
Siemens Grand Prairie, TX facility has been producing complex
switchboards since 1995 and houses a highly trained and
experienced core of order engineers who can work with you to
develop a custom switchboard that meets your needs- in the
time frame you need it. The consolidated component inventory
at this facility allows Siemens to offer hard-to-find options.
Siemens has the parts, engineering horsepower, and available
resources to produce complex switchboards when you need
them.
Looking for panelboards or less complex switchboards a little
closer to home? Siemens offers regional facilities that can assist!
Are you compressed for time and need to get power distribution
on site quickly, but don‘t have time to issue a specification?
Siemens offers 14 pre-configured designs that can have you up
and running in no time!
Quick Ship Program Options
The Quick Ship Program includes numerous configurations
including, but not limited to:
 Main-Tie-Main Options
 Integrated Power Switchboards (combining transformers, 		
panelboards into a switchboard)
 GenReady Switchboards for use in connecting generators
 NEMA 3R Options
 Any many, many more!
Speak with your local Siemens Sales Engineer for more
information.

Siemens Quick Ship Program in action!
In the fall of 2012 Hurricane Sandy came ashore just north of Atlantic City, NJ
flooding streets, tunnels, subway lines, and cutting power to millions. Just a few
short months earlier Siemens had shipped main portions of the World Trade Center
site gear. Siemens sales representatives were on site the day after the storm, but
could not reach the gear- the lower portions of the site were submerged.
Siemens was asked to help replace the damaged gear- and we responded. The
complex gear and busway systems that had taken months to plan, build, and
transport were replaced in fractions of the original lead time.

When the emergency hits...
Think Siemens!
Siemens stands ready to assist you with the
capabilities you need when replacing electrical
distribution equipment.
Contact your local Siemens sales representative
or distributor for more information.
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The information provided in this flyer contains merely general
descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case
of actual use do not always apply as described or which may
change as a result of further development of the products. An
obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only
exist if expressly agreed in the terms of contract.
All product designations may be trademarks or product names
of Siemens AG or supplier companies whose use by third parties
for their own purposes could violate the rights of the owners.

